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Gaza

I had hoped to be able to report back to you this month about another trip to Gaza but 
my Delegation visit was cancelled at short notice for "security reasons", the evidence 
of which has been very apparent in recent days.

I do not condone, in any way, the firing of rockets from Gaza into Israel, even if those 
missiles do have limited effect. Nor do I condone the predictable over-reaction from 
the Israelis which has resulted in more than a hundred Palestinian deaths, and over a 
thousand injured, a large proportion of whom are women and children. Violence on 
either side solves nothing and sensible people on both sides of the argument have 
been predicting this maelstrom for some time. It all comes down to the frustration of 
ordinary, moderate Palestinians at the failure to resolve the vexed future of a free 
Palestine; at the continuing building of illegal settlements on the West Bank; at the 
refusal of countries such as the UK to recognise their legitimate aspirations at the 
United Nations; and, above all, the purblind determination of US politicians that Israel 
can do no wrong.

Surely, with Britain's deep knowledge of the Middle East and reputation for fair play, 
the Government could take a lead in persuading fellow European States - who pay
large sums of taxpayers' money into the area - to force progress in the resolution of 
this conflict. The people of Gaza are desperate and the situation can only get worse.



EU Budget

The prime Minister is continuing the battle for reductions in the EU Budget but is 
fighting uphill with few weapons! On this occasion, he has the overt support of Nick 
Clegg but most other member States and the European Parliament - apart from 
Conservative MEPs, of course - are unpersuaded of the virtues of "cutting one's 
cloth..., etc." But this is an argument that must be put forcefully and effectively by 
Mr. Cameron - in the interests of the UK, if no one else. And it would help him 
considerably if certain noisy and self-opinionated Tory MPs would shut up for a bit. 
In Attlee's famous words - "A period of silence would be appreciated"!

Ants In Her Pants?

Whilst on the subject of Tory MPs, am I alone in being thoroughly appalled by the 
childish antics of Nadine Dorries? I can only feel sympathy for her Parliamentary 
neighbours - especially Foreign Office Minister, Alistair Burt - and, of course, her 
constituents. But then, the remedy will eventually be in their hands.

Canals

There has been a proposal from certain MEPs for tighter restrictions and licensing on 
the use of inland waterways craft. That means narrowboats to me! Tory colleagues on 
the Transport Committee are resisting these wholly unnecessary suggestions - at least 
on British canals - and I hope that they go no further. Do we really need driving tests 
and licenses to navigate at 4mph!

PCC Elections

I have spent most of the last two or three weeks in the PCC campaigns, predominantly 
in Gloucestershire where my daughter, Victoria, was a candidate, but also in 
Lancashire, Cumbria and Cheshire. The latter two results were excellent for 
Conservatives, with two very good candidates deservedly winning through. Victoria 
was not so fortunate as, along with Kent, Surrey, Hampshire, Warwickshire, Dorset, 
Norfolk & Lincolnshire (all Tory Counties) she was defeated by an "independent" 
(actually supported by Labour). Allowing for my paternal bias, I must record that she 
worked very hard, visited a large number of places and people and made lots of 
friends (what else would you expect of an Atkins?!) She topped the first preferences
but was done down by the seconds. Many people in those Tory counties have told me 
that the campaign was deficient in information, at the wrong time of the year, 



disorganised and lacking national leadership. I couldn't possibly comment but I do 
hope that lessons are learnt in time for future elections, some of which happen in less 
than six months time!

Victoria's count Cumbria's PCC, Richard Rhodes

Tory MEPs

We have just had our annual leadership elections this week - except that there wasn't 
one this year. My colleagues elected Richard Ashworth MEP (SE) last year and, such 
a good job he has done that he was unopposed. So too with the other officers. We 
must be getting something right!

Old School Tie

In a lift in Strasbourg, a non-British MEP recognised my tie which, unusually, was of 
my old school. In perfect English, he told me that he too had been a pupil there 
(before me) and was hoping that his grandson would also attend. Needless to say, I 
was astonished but established that he and his parents escaped the 1956 Hungarian 
Revolution and settled in London where he grew up as an Englishman. He went back 
to Hungary when democracy returned, stood for election and now is a (centre-right) 
MEP. We do live in small world!


